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Transparency of an overdense plasma layer

Baifei Shen and Zhizhan Xu
Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics, P. O. Box 800-211, Shanghai 201800, China

~Received 28 April 2001; published 23 October 2001!

The transition from opacity to transparency of overdense plasma layers for the propagation of high-intensity
laser pulses of circular polarization is investigated theoretically and by simulation. We discuss in detail the
regions where stationary solutions exist and therefore the plasma layer is opaque. We find that the opacity
depends not only on the electron density and the laser intensity but also on the thickness of the plasma layer.
We also discuss the overlap region where both transparency and opacity are possible and how it depends on the
history. Ion acceleration is studied in both the opacity region and the transparency region.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The propagation of an intense laser pulse in a plas
layer is of interest both for understanding laser plasma in
action @1# and for applications such as electron accelera
@2–5#, x-ray lasers@6#, and the fast ignitor concept for iner
tial confinement@7#. The interaction of intense laser puls
with different plasma densities has been widely investiga
For a density much larger than the critical densitync
51.131021 l2 mm22 cm23, most of the laser pulse usuall
reflects from the plasma surface when the laser pulse is
mally incident. High-order harmonics@8,9#, energetic elec-
trons@10#, and ions have been observed@11,12#. Boring and
static magnetic fields have also been investigated@13#. In the
case of ultrathin foil, a large part of the laser pulse can p
etrate through the foil, but it is still by means of an evan
cent wave. For an underdense plasma, a laser pulse p
gates in the plasma while instabilities such as backw
Raman scattering, forward Raman scattering, and mod
tional instability can occur. Self-focusing occurs when
intense laser pulse of power higher than 17(nc /ne) GW
propagates in a plasma. Energetic electrons are generate
direct laser acceleration and the wakefield@3,4#. A strong
static magnetic field is produced by the accelerated elect
@5#. For a plasma with density slightly larger than the critic
density, induced transparency is possible because the pla
frequency is reduced by the relativistic factorg of an elec-
tron in the laser field@14–19#.

The transition between opacity and transparency has b
investigated analytically@14,15,19# and by particle-in-cell
~PIC! simulations@17#. For fixed ions, Kaw and Dawson@14#
estimated the critical strength for the transition asalin

54n/(pnc) for linear polarization andacirc
2 5(n/nc)

221
for circular polarization, wherea5eA/mc2 is the laser am-
plitude in the plasma. However, the transit point from tra
parency to opacity is still not clearly defined. We note that
practice the laser pulse illuminates a plasma layer of fin
thickness and therefore the laser field in the plasma dif
from the laser field in vacuum. Due to the light pressure,
electron density is no longer homogeneous.

In this paper we discuss this transit point analytically a
by simulations. At some points, fluid equations cannot giv
stationary solution, and then the kinetic aspects of the in
action should be considered. At the same time the pla
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layer begins to change from opacity to transparency. The
fore, we define the point at which a stationary solution
longer exists as the point at which the plasma layer chan
from opacity to transparency or absolute transparency.
find that this transition depends on the plasma density, la
intensity, and also the thickness of the plasma layer. T
dependence on the plasma thickness, to our knowledge
not been studied before. We also study the overlap reg
where both transparency and opacity are possible as
posed by Goloviznin and Schep@19#. In this region, a sta-
tionary solution for opacity still exist, and it depends on t
history whether the plasma layer is transparent or opaq
This is confirmed by one dimensional PIC simulations ba
on the codeLPIC11 @20#.

II. FORMULATION

We consider only one dimensional geometry as illustra
in Fig. 1. One planar laser pulse illuminates an overde
plasma laser normally. In order to obtain an analytical so
tion easily, all of the analyses are based on circularly po
ized laser pulses. In the interaction of ultrashort laser pu
of high contrast with a plasma, ions react on a longer ti
scale than electrons and are therefore treated as a motio
background. Because the electron thermal velocity is m
smaller than the quiver velocity, the plasma can be treate
cold. Analytical studies of strong electromagnetic wav

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of electron and ion density of t
plasma layer withja ,jb ,jc marking left and right layer boundarie
anda1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4 defining wave amplitudes.
©2001 The American Physical Society06-1
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propagating in a cold overdense plasma are generally b
on Maxwell’s equations and the relativistic equation of m
tion for electrons@14,15,21–24#

We and others have successfully used this method
laser interactions with solids and foils of solid density w
the help of boundary conditions@19,24#. In order to discuss
the method easily, we repeat some of the main results in
section. We are looking for stationary solutions for which t
longitudinal electron velocity vanishes. The incident circ
larly polarized laser pulse propagating in thez direction has
the form a15a1ei (vLt2kLz). Letting the wave field in the
plasma have the forma25a2(j)eivLt1 iu(j) with real ampli-
tudea2(j) and real phaseu(j), we obtain two ‘‘constants of
motion’’ with respect to the variation inj @21,24#:

M52~]u/]j!~g221!, ~1!

W5@~]g/]j!21M2#/2~g221!1g2/22Nig, ~2!

where a5eA/mc2, j5kLz, g5(11a2)1/2, and Ni
5ni /nc ; ni andnc are the ion density and critical densit
respectively. The constantM describes the net flow of th
laser pulse. For the case of complete reflectionM50, while
for the case of complete transparencyM5g221. In order to
obtain the solution of the equations, we have to consi
boundary conditions. From the continuity conditions
transverse electric and magnetic fields at the left and r
surfaces of the electron layer, we derive

2~a1
21a3

2!5~]ab /]j!21M2/ab
21ab

2 , ~3!

M5a1
22a3

2 , ~4!

W5uM u11/22Ni~ uM u11!1/2, ~5!

wherea3 is the amplitude of the reflected wave andab is the
amplitude at the inner side of the left surface. Because e
tron motion in the longitudinal direction can be neglecte
we obtain the normalized static electric field

Ez52]g/]j56@~2W12Nig2g2!~g221!2M2#1/2.
~6!

Therefore, the thickness of the electron layer is given
means of the integraljbc5*(21/Ez)dg. The thickness of
the ion layer on the left side of the foil is given byNijab
52Ez(jb) with the help of the continuity condition of th
longitudinal electric field. We also find that the electron de
sity

Ne5g~3Nig22g21112W!. ~7!

III. STATIONARY SOLUTIONS

The stationary solution given in Sec. II can be obtain
only when some conditions are satisfied. Here we give
conditions. We find that the conditions are the same as
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conditions for transparency. From Eqs.~2! and~3! we obtain
at the left surface of the electron layer

y54a1
222M1M22gb

21122Wgb
222Nigb

31gb
450,

~8!

2~2a1
22M !<M2/ab

21ab
2 , ~9!

~2W12Ni2gb2gb
2!~gb

221!<M2; ~10!

y has an extreme value when]y/]gb50, i.e.,

2gb
223Nigb2~2W11!50. ~11!

In order that the above equation~8! has a solution, from Eq
~11! we find that

gb<gbc5@3Ni1~9Ni
2116W18!1/2#/4. ~12!

In the case of complete reflection, which means that
plasma layer is half infinite and the electron density is su
ciently large,M50. From Eqs.~8!–~12! we find that at the
left surface of the electron layer

y054a1
2112~222Ni !gb

222Nigb
31gb

450, ~13!

gb<gbc52Ni21, ~14!

gb<gbc5@3Ni1~9Ni
2216Ni116!1/2#/4. ~15!

The two lines@Eqs. ~14! and ~15!# cross atNi51.5. So we
have

gb<gbc52Ni21, 1<Ni<1.5, ~16!

gb<gbc5@3Ni1~9Ni
2216Ni116!1/2#/4, Ni>1.5.

~17!

With the help of Eq.~13!, we plot the line 1 for the ampli-
tude in vacuuma1 and the amplitude inside the electro
layer ab (5Agb

221) in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. It is for half
infinite plasma layers.

FIG. 2. The line 1 in~a! and ~b! divides the region of absolute
transparency~above line 1! from others for a half infinite plasma
layer. The line 2 in~a! and~b! divides the region of absolute opacit
~below line 2! from others. The laser amplitude is normalized
a5eA/mc2.
6-2
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For Ni<1.5 and a15ANi(Ni21) (gb52Ni21), the
ponderomotive force at the surface of the electron laye
zero. Therefore, the electrons can reach the surface of
ions, where the laser amplitude inside the plasma is twic
large as the laser amplitude in vacuum.

Now we discuss the results in different domains.

A. NiÄ1.5

From Eqs.~16! and ~17!, we find the critical relativistic
factor gbc52 for a plasma density ofNi51.5 in the case of
M50. From Eq.~13!, we obtain the corresponding critica
amplitude in vacuuma1c5A3/2. Therefore, a15A3/2
means that we haveM50 and a stable half infinite plasm
layer. From Eq.~6! we also havejab5(]g/]j)uj5jb

/Ni50,
which means that the surface of the electron layer is the s
as that of the ion layer. From Eq.~7!, we haveNb50. It
should be mentioned that this situation was studied
Goloviznin and Schep@19#.

When a1.A3/2, there is no stable solution forM50.
This means that there are stable solutions only for fin
plasma layers. From Eqs.~5!, ~6!, ~8!, and~11!, we can ob-
tain the largest thickness of the plasma layer that suppo
stable solution. For example, whena151, in Eqs.~5!, ~8!,
and ~11! there are three variablesM , W, and gb . So it is
easy to obtain the smallest constantM50.24. Here Eq.~11!
is important. Only with the help of Eq.~11! do we have a
definite solution for the largest thickness of foil. Then fro
Eq. ~6! we obtain the corresponding largest thickness
jac52.4. Whenjac.2.4, there is no stable solution. In ord
to confirm the analytical solution, we performed PIC sim
lations for plasma layers of densityNi51.5. The laser pulse
rises froma150 to a151 in 15 laser periods and then sta

FIG. 3. Snapshots after 120 laser cycles for interactions betw
a laser pulse, which rises froma150 to a151 in 15 laser cycles
and then remains constant, and plasma layers of normalized de
Ni51.5 and thicknessjac5 ~a! 2.3, ~b! 2.5, ~c! 3, and~d! 6.28. The
plasma layer is atja/2p55. The electric field is normalized asE
5eE/mvc.
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constant. The thicknesses of the plasma layer arejac

52.3, 2.5, 3, and 6.28. Snapshots after 120 laser cycles
plotted in Fig. 3. For the plasma layer of thicknessjac

52.3, we have a stationary solution as predicted analytica
Part of the laser pulse propagates through the plasma l
by means of an evanescent wave. For the plasma laye
thicknessjac52.5, where we expect no stationary solutio
the kinetic aspect of the interaction has become import
and the plasma layer has begun to change from opacit
transparency. So no stationary solution means that the kin
aspect of the interaction becomes important. It is interes
that this is related to the problem of transparency. For
plasma layer of thicknessjac56.28, almost all of the lase
pulse propagates through the plasma layer. Therefore,
not a sudden change from opacity to transparency. When
foil becomes thicker or when the laser amplitude becom
larger for a given thickness, the foil becomes more and m
transparent. This differs from the case of nonrelativistic la
pulses. Dynamically, it takes time for the plasma layer
become transparent to the laser pulses as reported by G
et al. @16#. We plot the wave field at both left and righ
surfaces of the simulation box as a function of time in Fig.
The parameters are the same as in Fig. 3~d!. It shows that at
the beginning, the laser pulse is mainly reflected and t
mainly transmitted. It is interesting that the laser pulse ha
minimum transmission for a plasma layer of thicknessjac
52.4. When jac,2.4, a thinner plasma layer means
shorter decay distance of the evanescent wave. Whenjac
.2.4, a thicker layer means approaching more closely t
complete transparency. It should be mentioned that the l
field at the left side of the foil, in Fig. 3, is a sum of th
incident and reflected waves. We plot here onlyEy , while
Ex , By , andBx do not appear in the figure.

Whena1,A3/2, there is always a stable solution for an
thickness.

en

ity

FIG. 4. The transmitted~a! and reflected~b! waves at the right
side (j/2p511) and the left side (j50) of the simulation box. The
laser pulse and the plasma layer are the same as in Fig. 3~d!. The
time is normalized to the laser cycle.
6-3
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B. NiÌ1.5

From Eq.~17! we know that only whengb,gbc5@3Ni

1(9Ni
2216Ni116)1/2#/4 is there a stationary solution for

half infinite plasma layer, i.e.,M50. With the help of Eq.
~13!, we find thata1,a1c5@2Ni(gb

32gb
2)2(gb

221)2#1/2/2.
Whena1,a1c , there is a solution for a half infinite plasm
layer and there are solutions for any finite thickness. Wh
a1.a1c there are stable solutions only for finite plasma la
ers. Supposing thata1 and Ni are given, the smallestM is
again determined by Eqs.~5!, ~8!, and~11!. The smallestM
corresponds to the largest thickness of the plasma layer.
example, forNi52, gbc52.618, a1c51.588, whena152
.a1c , the smallestM51.5584 and the largest thickness
jac51.99. Therefore, whenjac.1.99, the plasma layer be
gins to become transparent.

C. NiË1.5

From Eq.~16!, we find that there is a stationary solutio
for a plasma layer of half infinite thickness only whengb

<gbc52Ni21. Therefore,a1,a1c5ANi(Ni21). For ex-
ample, forNi51.2, whengb,1.4, i.e.,a1,0.49, there is a
stationary solution for a half infinite plasma layer. Wh
gb.2Ni21, there is a stationary solution only for a plasm
layer of finite thickness, and there are two different regio
as seen in Fig. 2. When 2Ni21,gb,@3Ni1(9Ni

2116W
18)1/2#/4, the largest thickness is determined by Eqs.~5!,
~9!, and~10! and (]g/]j)b50 for Eq.~6!. At the pointb, for
a stationary solution (]g/]j)b,0 so that the ponderomotiv
force balances the static electric force. If (]g/]j)b.0, both
ponderomotive force and static electric force have the sa
direction. Therefore, a stationary solution cannot exist.
example, for Ni51.2 and a150.51, we have M
50.011, gb51.421, and the largest thickness of the plas
layer jac55.51. This is inside the region 1.4,gb,1.68.
When gb.@3Ni1(9Ni

2116W18)1/2#/4, the largest thick-
ness is determined by Eqs.~5!, ~8!, and~11!.

FIG. 5. Snapshots after 120 laser cycles for interactions betw
laser pulses and plasma layers of densityNi51.5. ~a! The laser
pulse rises froma150 to a150.5 in five laser cycles and the
remains constant. The plasma layer is of thicknesslL or jac

56.28. ~b! The laser pulse rises froma150 to a151 before it
decrease toa150.5 and then remains constant. The plasma thi
ness is the same as in~a!. ~c! The laser pulse is the same as in~b!
and the plasma layer is of thickness 1.5lL . The electric field is
normalized asE5eE/mvc.
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IV. TRANSPARENCY

When the above conditions are not satisfied, self-indu
transparency is found in the PIC simulations@16–18#. We
call it absolute transparency in order to distinguish it fro
the regions described below. In the case of transpare
instabilities always occur@25–27#. When all or part of the
electrons are heated, the growth rate of the instabilities

en

-

FIG. 6. The ion density distribution~a!, normalized laser and
static electric field~b!, and ion velocity distribution~c! after 70
laser cycles. The plasma layer of densityNi510 and thickness 2lL

is initially at j/2p525. The laser pulse isa15100@sin(f1)x̂

1cos(f1)ŷ#sin(f1/80), 0,f15vLt2kLz<80p.

FIG. 7. Same as in Fig. 6 but for a plasma layer of densityNi

55.
6-4
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TRANSPARENCY OF AN OVERDENSE PLASMA LAYER PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 056406
reduced significantly@25,26#. Guerinet al. believe that laser
pulses can propagate due to the reduced growth rate@16#.
However, self-induced transparency could also happen e
when the conditions for a stationary solution are satisfied
Sec. III, our starting point is opacity. We try to find when th
stationary solution for opacity no longer exists. In this se
tion our starting point is transparency. We try to find wh
the conditions for transparency are no longer satisfied
order to obtain the conditions for this transparency, we
glect the instabilities. We know that in the case of transp
ency almost all of the laser pulse transmits through
plasma layer. So the electron density experiences l
change because of small light pressure. Therefore, the
persion relation is

k0
25vL

22vp
2/g, ~18!

whereg is the Lorentz factor of the electrons in the plasm
layer, which can be larger than the Lorentz factor in vacuu
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In the plasma layer we should haveg.Ni for the case of
transparency. From Eq.~9! we find that

a1
2.~Ni

221!/4. ~19!

So we obtain the second condition for transparency. This
condition for plasma layers of any thickness. The amplitu
a1 in vacuum andab obtained here are also plotted as line
in Fig. 2. One observes that the conditions obtained here
Eq. ~19! differ from the conditions obtained above by Eq
~16! and~17! and these two regions overlap. This means t
in some region both opacity and transparency are possib

In order to confirm the overlap region of transparency a
opacity, we performed simulations for a plasma of dens
Ni51.5. The thickness of the plasma layer islL or jac
56.28 for Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! and 1.5lL for Fig. 5~c!. The
laser amplitude isa150.5. For Fig. 5~a!, the amplitude of the
laser pulse rises from 0 to 0.5 in five laser cycles and th
stays constant, i.e.,
t,
a15H @sin~f1!x̂1cos~f1!ŷ#sin~f1/60!, 0,f15vLt2kLz<10p,

0.5, f1.10p.
~20!

For Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!, the amplitude of the laser pulse first rises toa151, then decreases toa150.5, and then stays constan
i.e.,

a15H @sin~f1!x̂1cos~f1!ŷ#sin~f1/60!, 0,f15vLt2kLz<50p,

0.5, f1.50p.
~21!
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We give the result after 120 laser cycles. In Fig. 5~a!, the
simulation gave a stationary result like the analytical res
for opacity. The laser pulse is almost completely reflect
But, in Fig. 5~b! a laser pulse of the same amplitude c
propagate through a plasma layer of the same thickness.
tice thata150.5 is lower than the valuea150.56 given by
Eq. ~19! for Ni51.5. Because the electron density has be
reduced due to electrons moving out of the plasma laye
laser pulse of this low amplitude can propagate in a plas
layer of initial electron densityNi51.5. In Fig. 5~c!, the
plasma layer is thicker than in Fig. 5~b!. The influence of the
outgoing electrons, therefore, becomes small. One obse
that the plasma layer returns to opacity. With PIC simu
tions, we confirm that it is dependent on the history whet
a plasma is transparent or opaque in the overlap region.

In conclusion, at the front of a laser pulse, when the la
amplitude is larger than line 1 in Fig. 2~a!, the plasma begins
to become transparent; at the back of the pulse, when
laser amplitude is smaller than line 2 in Fig. 2~a!, the plasma
begins to become opaque.

V. ION ACCELERATION

Driven by the large longitudinal electric static field, ion
move, although on a longer time scale. For a thin foil, el
lt
.

o-

n
a
a

es
-
r

r
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trons move first due to the large light pressure; then io
follow pulled by the electric static field, leaving a lon
plasma tail of low density, because the electric static fi
has a maximum always at the surface of the elect
layer. We performed a simulation for a plasma layer
density Ni510 and thickness 2lL (j54p). The plasma
layer is initially at ja/2p525lL . The laser pulse,

a15100@sin(f1)x̂1cos(f1)ŷ#sin(f1/80), 0,f15vLt2kLz
<80p, has a peak amplitudea5100 after 20 laser cycles
Ion density, laser fieldEx , and longitudinal electric field are
given in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. It is shown that the ion layer is
accelerated as a single entity by the longitudinal electric fi
or indirectly by the light pressure. We stress that a laser pu
of amplitudea15100 can reflect completely from a plasm
layer of initial densityNi510 because of the high electro
and ion density compressed by the light pressure. A sim
tion was also done for the same conditions as in Fig. 6
lower densityNi55. Now the laser pulse can propaga
through the plasma layer and therefore the light pressur
no longer important. Electrons are still accelerated mainly
the forward direction, but also in the backward direction d
to instabilities, wakefield, and direct laser acceleration. Th
some ions, mainly near the surface of the ion layer, are
6-5
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celerated by the strong static electric field. From Fig. 7, o
observers that the ion density distribution and ion veloc
distribution are much different from those in Fig. 6. It is
interest that there is an apparent cutoff in the ion veloc
distribution. So the ion acceleration is very different for t
cases of transparency and opacity.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a laser pulse of circular polarization c
propagate in plasmas whenvL

2.vp
2/g, whereg is the Lor-

entz factor of the electrons in the plasma. However, the pr
lem is complex for finite or half infinite plasma layers, b
cause the electron density can be modified by
ponderomotive force and the Lorentz factorg in plasmas
differs from g in vacuum. Stationary solutions and the r
gions where the stationary solutions exist have been obta
for half infinite plasma layers and also for finite ones.
these regions, the plasma layers can be opaque to the
pulses. Beyond these regions, the plasma layers bec
transparent, defined as absolute transparency. By seekin
s
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region of transparency by another method, it is found t
even part of the region where a stationary solution ex
may be transparent. Therefore, there is an overlap betw
the regions of transparency and opacity, where both trans
ency and opacity are possible. Dynamically, it takes tim
sometimes a long time, for a plasma layer to become tra
parent even in the region of absolute transparency. Ion
tion must be considered for longer laser pulses. In the reg
of opacity, both electrons and ions in a thin plasma layer
be accelerated by the light pressure. Therefore, the pla
layer moves as a whole. In the region of transparency, e
trons are accelerated by many mechanisms and move o
the plasma layer, so ions are accelerated due to the st
static electric field.
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